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ABSTRACT   

We report the feasibility of tumor detection and delineation in vivo using multimode optical imaging of targeted gallium 
corrole (HerGa). HerGa is highly effective for targeted HER2+ tumor elimination in vivo, and it emits intense 
fluorescence. These unique characteristics of HerGa prompted us to investigate the potential of HerGa for tumor 
detection and delineation, by performing multimode optical imaging ex vivo and in vivo; the imaging modes included 
fluorescence intensity, spectral (including ratiometric), lifetime, and two-photon excited fluorescence, using our custom-
built imaging system. While fluorescence intensity imaging provided information about tumor targeting capacity and 
tumor retention of HerGa, ratiometric spectral imaging offered more quantitative and specific information about HerGa 
location and accumulation. Most importantly, the fluorescence lifetime imaging of HerGa allowed us to discriminate 
between tumor and non-tumor regions by fluorescence lifetime differences. Finally, two-photon excited fluorescence 
images provided highly resolved and thus topologically detailed information around the tumor regions where HerGa 
accumulates. Taken together, the results shown in this report suggest the feasibility of tumor detection and delineation by 
multimode optical imaging of HerGa, and fluorescent chemotherapy agents in general. Specifically, the multimode 
optical imaging can offer complementary and even synergetic information simultaneously in the tumor detection and 
delineation by HerGa, thus enhancing contrast. 

Keywords: Multimode optical imaging, two-photon excitation, spectral imaging, fluorescence lifetime imaging 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Breast cancer is one of most common cancers occurring in women.  For several decades, although many treatment and 
detection methods for this challenging cancer have been developed, the mortality rate from the breast cancer still 
remains high (1, 2). Recently, we reported a novel molecular construct for HER2+ breast cancer chemotherapy, a tumor-
targeted gallium corrole (HerGa), formed by complexing of a sulfonated gallium corrole (S2Ga) and a recombinant 
tumor-targeting cell penetrating protein, HerPBK10 (3). Our report showed that HerGa is highly effective for both tumor 
detection and treatment in an animal model of HER2+ breast cancer, which is a more aggressive type of breast cancer, 
less responsive to standard interventions (4). In the study, fluorescence intensity imaging could validate the tumor-
targeting capability of HerGa in vivo and ex vivo. Furthermore, the fluorescence intensity difference by HerGa between 
in tumors and normal regions enabled discriminating between them. However, the non-homogeneous accumulation of 
HerGa in vivo and significant background signals, which are produced by the blue light used for HerGa excitation, 
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resulted in reduced contrast, hindering the quantitative analysis for tumor detection in vivo by fluorescence intensity 
imaging (4).  

Therefore, in order to successfully translate HerGa chemotherapy and tumor detection into the clinic, we felt we needed 
to improve the contrast and the accuracy in the imaging-based monitoring of HerGa for tumor detection and delineation. 
This challenge requires new methods, with improved quantification ability and specificity. In our recent studies, we 
showed that multimode wide-field two-photon optical imaging offers improved discrimination between fluorescence 
from molecules of interest and autofluorescence, yielding higher sensitivity and specificity for in vivo applications (5). In 
addition, the new multimode optical imaging system we developed for small animals can be optimized for various 
applications, and the combined optical imaging using the system yields the increased contrast and synergetic information 
gathering in chemotherapy assessment with higher sensitivity and specificity. Particularly, the system offers a 
comprehensive imaging platform for analyzing kinetic, quantitative, environmental, and other highly-relevant 
information with micro- to macroscopic resolution [Hwang, J. Y., et al., submitted for publication].  

We focused here on multimode optical imaging for tumor detection and delineation by HerGa. We tested whether 
multimode optical imaging of HerGa, including fluorescence intensity (6-17), spectral (16, 18-23), lifetime (24-30), and 
two-photon excited fluorescence imaging (31-33), can allow detection/delineation of tumors with better accuracy and 
high specificity. Specifically, we explored the following: 1) the preferential tumor accumulation of HerGa can allow 
detecting tiny tumors (~less 3mm) rather than relatively big tumors used in fluorescence intensity imaging; 2) spectral 
imaging and analysis can provide better quantitative information in tumor detection and delineation after IV 
administration of HerGa; 3) fluorescence lifetime differences of HerGa between tumors and normal tissues enable 
discriminating between these areas; 4) two-photon excited fluorescence imaging can provide high-resolution information 
on HerGa distribution in the tumors, and thus can be utilized for enhanced discrimination between tumors and normal 
tissues. Finally, the suitability and competitive advantages of each imaging mode in the context of improved tumor 
detection and delineation will be discussed.  

 

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS  
2.1 Materials 
HerGa was produced through complexing S2Ga with HerPBK10 at a molar ratio of 30:1 as shown previously (3).  
Female nude mice with implanted MDA-MB-435 human breast tumor were prepared. 1cc of HerGa at a concentration of 
46n moles diluted with phosphate buffer solution (PBS) was injected into intra-vein (IV) of the tail of mice for 
multimode optical imaging (4, 34).  

2.2 Multimode optical imaging system for tumor detection and delineation by HerGa  
In order to perform multimode optical imaging for tumor detection and delineation by HerGa, we used a novel 
multimode optical imaging system that we custom built. This instrument enables, on the same specimen, the 
simultaneous use of various in vivo imaging modes, including one or two photon-excited fluorescence, spectral, 
fluorescence lifetime, intra-vital confocal, and bioluminescence imaging as described previously [Hwang, J. Y., et al., 
submitted for publication]. Each imaging mode has a specific advantage as shown in the Figure 1, such as 
kinetic/dynamic discrimination (fluorescence intensity), quantitative evaluation by segmentation (spectral), functional 
reporting (lifetime), high 3D spatial resolution (two-photon excitation), endoscopic high resolution (intra-vital confocal), 
and high sensitivity (bioluminescence).  

We used four different imaging modes including one and two-photon excitation fluorescence intensity, spectral, and 
lifetime imaging for multimode optical imaging. While we used femto-second (fs) pulsed laser light tuned to 424nm at a 
repetition rate of 80MHz, which was generated by the second harmonic of a fs pulsed laser at 848nm (Mai-Tai Ti-
Sapphire laser, Spectra-Physics), for one-photon excitation of HerGa, we used 100fs pulsed laser light at 848nm for two-
photon excitation of HerGa. In the fluorescence intensity imaging, a cooled CCD camera (PIXIS 400, Princeton 
Instruments) was utilized for detection of the fluorescence signals that passed through a bandpass filter (Chroma 
Technology Corp., 620±30nm). In the spectral imaging, we utilized an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) 
(ChromoDynamics) connected with the cooled CCD camera in order to do sequential spectral selection of emission 
fluorescence from the specimen. A 500nm longpass filter was placed in front of the AOTF to reject the excitation light. 
10 sequential images were here recorded within the spectral range of 500nm to 680nm (step size: 20nm and bandwidth: 
10nm) before and after HerGa intra-tumor injection, for construction of reference spectral signatures, and then spectral 
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signatures of autofluorescence and HerGa fluorescence were generated from the band-sequential images of a mouse by 
using our custom software (19).  

 
 

Fig. 1. Imaging modes in multimode optical imaging system and specific features recommending each mode. 

After that, using these reference spectral signatures, spectral classification for the sequential mouse images obtained after 
HerGa IV injection was performed using a spectral similarity measure based on Euclidean distance calculation, which 
we developed as a plug-in program for Image J (19). On the other hand, we utilized an ultra-fast time-gated camera 
(LaVision, PicoStar HR) for fluorescence lifetime detection, and then a single exponential decay fitting method for the 
fluorescence lifetime analysis (35). Finally, for two-photon excited fluorescence detection, a 60x Nikon objective with 
numerical aperture, 1.4 was utilized. The detected fluorescence signals were recorded in a photmuliplier tube 
incorporated in the scanning two-photon imaging set-up, and then two-photon images were constructed by an image 
reconstruction program we developed. In this in vivo imaging study, in order to minimize motion artifacts, we used a 
gated anesthesia system with a mixture of oxygen and isoflurane.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Multimode optical imaging for tumor detection and delineation by HerGa 

  3.1.1. Fluorescence intensity imaging  

In a previous report, we have already shown HER2+ tumor targeting capability of HerGa, establishing that HerGa 
specifically accumulates in the tumors, thus enabling their detection (size: ~ 10mm) by HerGa fluorescence difference 
between the tumor and normal regions (4). We here explored whether the preferential accumulation of HerGa in the 
tumors allows detecting much smaller tumors (~less 3mm). We acquired fluorescence intensity and photographic images 
of mice bearing tumors using our custom built multimode optical imaging system, after HerGa IV injection. Figure 2 
shows the fluorescence intensity [Fig. 2.(A)] and photographic image [Fig. 2.(B)]. HerGa fluorescence from the tumor is 
higher than the fluorescence from adjacent normal regions, thus enabling detection of the tumor location as shown 
previously. Moreover, we observed that the contrast between the tumor and adjacent normal regions increased at the 
later time points compared to the contrast at the early time points after HerGa IV administration. In our previous report, 
we noted that significant amount of HerGa was still retained in tumors at 4 days after its IV injection while no detectable 
amount of HerGa could be seen in normal tissues, particularly the muscle [Hwang, J. Y., and etc al, submitted for 
publication]. The contrast enhancement with time mentioned here may have resulted from better tumor retention of 
HerGa than other normal tissues. This suggests that fluorescence intensity imaging of HerGa allows detecting relatively 
tiny tumors, and that the tumor detection by HerGa fluorescence difference may be better at the later times rather than 
immediately after HerGa IV injection. 
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence intensity image of a mouse that received HerGa: Following IV injection of HerGa, a 
fluorescence intensity image (A, left) and a photographic image (B, right) were obtained (excitation: 424nm and 
emission: 620nm). The arrows indicate tumor locations. 

  3.1.2. Spectral imaging and analysis  

In order to investigate feasibility of spectral imaging and analysis for tumor detection and delineation by HerGa, we 
acquired 10 sequential images within the spectral range of 500nm to 680nm with a step size of 20nm and a bandwidth of 
10nm before and at l day after HerGa administration respectively, and then constructed spectral classified images using a 
program we developed. Figure 3 shows the spectral classified images and reference spectral signatures. In Fig. 3(A), the 
spectral classified image (right) obtained after HerGa administration displays a red-pseudo color across the entire mouse, 
thus yielding low specificity in the discrimination between the tumor and normal regions. Generally, in the typical 
spectral imaging and analysis, we utilized pre-constructed spectral signatures, normalized for spectral classification, thus 
being less dependent on fluorescence intensity. Because of this intensity independence, applying a straightforward 
spectral classification would yield low specificity results in discrimination between tumors and normal regions while 
HerGa administrated IV still exists, delocalized over the entire mouse. Thus, in order to obtain successful outcomes from 
this spectral imaging and analysis for tumor detection and delineation by HerGa, we either need to optimize the 
appropriate timing for spectral image acquisition when HerGa is entirely washed out from other normal regions such as 
skin and muscle rather than tumor regions, or alternatively utilize other classification methods such as ratiometric 
spectral imaging. In our other studies, we observed that while HerGa was still significantly retained in tumors at 4 days 
after IV injection, it was not detected in other tissues, particularly heart, brain, muscle, and etc. In this observation, the 
typical spectral imaging and analysis provided quantitative discrimination between HerGa and autofluorescence, with 
high specificity. This indicates that the typical spectral imaging and analysis can be also useful for quantitative tumor 
detection and delineation by HerGa, under the optimized circumstances. Moreover, the ratiometric spectral imaging we 
developed also enables quantitative discrimination between tumors and other regions with high sensitivity while HerGa 
persists in other regions. Taken together, all the results suggest that the spectral imaging and analysis may have a 
potential for quantitative tumor detection and delineation by HerGa with high specificity, but the use of an appropriate 
methodology and that optimized imaging parameters/circumstances are required for successful outcomes.    

 
Fig. 3. Spectrally classified image of a mouse that received HerGa IV injection: (A) spectrally classified 
images were acquired using typical spectral imaging and analysis before (left) and at 1 day after HerGa IV 
injection (right).  (B) spectral signatures of autofluorescence and HerGa. Red: HerGa, Green: autofluorescence. 
The arrow indicates tumor location.  
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  3.1.3. Fluorescence lifetime imaging  

We performed fluorescence lifetime imaging of a mouse that received HerGa via IV injection in order to investigate the 
feasibility that tumor detection and delineation can be achieved by fluorescence lifetime difference mapping of HerGa in 
tumors and normal regions. For fluorescence lifetime imaging, a total of 25 images were acquired within 0 to 4800ps 
with a time step of 200ps, and then a fluorescence lifetime image was constructed using a first-order exponential decay 
fitting method. Figure 4 shows the fluorescence lifetime image and its lifetime histogram obtained at the 4th day after 
HerGa IV administration. The fluorescence lifetimes of HerGa accumulated in tumor regions are somewhat higher than 
in non-tumor regions as shown in Fig. 4(A). Moreover, the histogram of fluorescence lifetimes in tumor regions has a 
greater population at 2.0ns than in non-tumor regions. In our other study, we performed multimode optical imaging of 
HerGa ex vivo with the tumors and the specific organs extracted from this mouse and in vivo while tumor sites and the 
adjacent regions were exposed after HerGa injection. That report showed that fluorescence lifetimes of HerGa in the 
tumors are significantly higher that those in liver ex vivo as well as the fluorescence lifetimes of HerGa in the exposed 
tumors in vivo were higher than those in the exposed adjacent normal regions. The results shown in this paper have a 
good agreement with our previous results, even though the fluorescence lifetime differences of HerGa in tumors and 
other regions are somewhat less than those in isolated organs/tissues. Here it is important to mention that the difference 
of the fluorescence lifetime values of HerGa in tumor and non-tumor regions may become greater if the skin is removed 
since the fluorescence lifetime values we obtained are the average values from skin, tumor, and muscle. These results 
suggest the fluorescence lifetime imaging of HerGa may have potential as a method for tumor detection and delineation. 
In addition, the fluorescence lifetime imaging of HerGa may reflect the micro-environmental status around HerGa since 
the construct’s fluorescence is dependent on surrounding acidity and probably oxygen. Tumor regions are typically more 
acidic and hypoxic than normal tissues. Thus, the fluorescence lifetime difference of HerGa between the tumors and 
normal regions may result from more acidic and hypoxic environment of tumors. This, of course, requires further 
studies. 

 
Fig. 4. Fluorescence lifetime image and a lifetime histogram of the mouse at 4 days after intravenous 
injection of HerGa: (A) Fluorescence lifetime image of the mouse: a total of 25 images were acquired within 0 to 
4800ps with a time step of 200ps. Then, a fluorescence lifetime image was constructed through a first-order 
exponential decay fit. (B) Lifetime histograms within the tumor and non-tumor regions selected by a solid and a 
dotted circle.   

  3.1.4. Two-photon excited fluorescence imaging 

We performed two-photon excited fluorescence imaging of intact tumors of a mouse that received HerGa after the tumor 
sites were exposed in order to examine HerGa distribution in the tumors in detail, with high resolution. Figure 5 shows 
the two-photon exited fluorescence image of the tumor. The bright fluorescence signals indicate HerGa presence, 
illustrating with high spatial resolution HerGa specific accumulation. This, in turn, clearly highlights microstructures in 
the tumors [Fig. 5.(A)], but not in normal tissues (muscle) [Fig. 5.(B)]. Thus, this type of imaging may help physician’s 
decision-making in cancer surgical intervention and detection without the need for rapid histopathological analysis of 
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tissues biopsy during surgery. Furthermore, it can be also utilized one of indicators for assessment of chemotherapy 
effectiveness, since the treatment efficacy depends on drug distributions in tumors.  Taken together, this result indicates 
that the two-photon excited fluorescence imaging of HerGa can be utilized as a high resolution imaging tool for tumor 
detection, thus improving the accuracy in tumor detection in addition to fluorescence intensity, spectral, and lifetime 
imaging.  

 
Fig. 5. Two-photon excited fluorescence images of tumors: The images of (A) tumor and (B) muscle were 
acquired using fs pulsed laser at 848nm, an emission filter with 620nm±60nm, Nikon 60x objective. Scale bar: 
50μm.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of multimode optical imaging of HerGa for tumor 
detection and delineation. While the fluorescence intensity imaging allows validating the tumor specific targeting 
capacity of HerGa, thus enabling very small tumor detection and delineation, typical spectral imaging can offer more 
quantitative and specific information about HerGa location and accumulation, but careful optimization of imaging 
parameters is needed for successful tumor detection. Most importantly, the fluorescence lifetime imaging enables 
discrimination between tumor and non-tumor regions by fluorescence lifetime difference of HerGa, and provides micro-
environmental information in tissues, simultaneously. Finally, two-photon excited fluorescence imaging of HerGa 
provided highly-resolved topological information around the tumor regions, thus allowing us to validate the 
discrimination between tumors and other normal tissues. Taken together, the results suggest the feasibility and superior 
performance of tumor detection and delineation by multimode optical imaging of HerGa. In particular, the combination 
of fluorescence intensity, spectral, lifetime, and two-photon excited fluorescence imaging can provide 
different/complementary information in the tumor identification, location and characterization by HerGa, thus enhancing 
the ability to diagnose early and treat diseased tissues. 
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